Tips and Advice to Help Introverts Thrive—Their Own Way

An Introvert Energy Audit Will
Help You Find—and Fix—Leaks
By Peter Vogt
I live in a part of the world—
northern Minnesota, USA—where it
can get a little nippy in the winter.
We just had a several-day stretch,
for example, when the wind chill
was in the 40s Fahrenheit … below
zero. Fifties below zero is not out of
the question, though none of these
ridiculous temperatures are as common as popular mythology would
have you believe.
Usually, in fact, we Minnesotans
spend our winters in the teens, 20s,
and 30s—the positive teens, 20s,
and 30s, that is. But even then, you
start to (re)notice something problematic about your home.
It leaks.
As in, it leaks energy. Windows
aren’t 100 percent sealed. Doors
either don’t solidly shut or, if you
have kids, are left wide open, thus
putting you in the position of “heating the outside,” as my dad would
have deadpanned.
Sometimes the leaks are laughably obvious. The sliding glass attachment covering the screen on

our front storm door, for instance,
doesn’t stay up fully anymore,
allowing arctic air to stream in
through a half-inch gap as though
we’ve invited Old Man Winter inside for a candlelight dinner.
More often, though—particularly
when weather conditions are less
extreme—a home’s energy leaks are
elusive and thus undetectable without purposeful effort.
That effort can come in the form
of a home energy audit. Either on your
own or with the help of experts, you
can go through your home room by
room, outside and inside, looking
for energy leaks of all kinds. You
can then address them—though perhaps not all at once—to save energy
and, ultimately, money as well.
What does all of this have to do
with you and your introversion?
Plenty. Because just as your home
has unaddressed energy inefficiencies that affect you, your life as an
introvert also has unaddressed energy inefficiencies that affect you.
You can identify them and—
though perhaps not all at once—do
Continued on page 7
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TIPS, TRICKS, AND TOOLS
HANDLING DIFFICULT TIMES

When You’re in a Caretaker
Role, Get Help on Your Terms
If you’re like many, maybe even
most, introverts, you have a tough
time asking for help even in the best
of circumstances. But when you end
up in the unexpected position of
caretaker, reaching out for help—or
accepting it when it is inevitably offered to you—can be even harder.
The key is to seek (or accept, as
the case may be) help on your terms,
not the offerer’s, says writer Shelly
Higdon, in her recent Introvert, Dear
website article entitled “5 Tips for
Introverted Caregivers Who Feel
Overwhelmed.”
Higdon, an academic coordinator
at a university in Tennessee, was recently thrust into the role of primary
caregiver for her husband when he
was diagnosed with a rare form of
kidney failure.
“Am I a caregiving expert? No,”
Higdon acknowledges. “But I do feel

that I can lend some valuable insights for introverts who may suddenly find themselves in a caregiving
role for a family member or friend.”
Topping Higdon’s list of advice:
“[M]ake sure to be specific about the
kind of help you could use most,”
she stresses.
“I would recommend asking for
help that you can reasonably handle.
I probably wouldn’t want someone

in my house cleaning or doing my
laundry, but if someone offered to
pick up my child after school or drop
off a meal, I would appreciate it.”
In the midst of her husband’s
crisis, Higdon accepted her sister-inlaw’s offer to watch Higdon’s daughter for several days.
It was “one of the most helpful,
and thoughtful, gestures during a
very difficult time,” Higdon says.

reer enters the picture,” says Wendy
Gelberg, author of The Successful
Introvert: How to Enhance Your Job
Search and Advance Your Career.
Gelberg says it helps to turn your
situation around “and imagine yourself being on the receiving end of a
phone call or an inquiry from somebody you know (or who knows a
contact of yours), asking for advice.”
“I’ve asked this question to hundreds of people in the workshops I
give, and with no exceptions, they
all say they would be happy to help
[someone else] if the situation were

reversed,” Gelberg writes.
We’re programmed to help
others, Gelberg says, even people
we don’t know.
“Think about any of the catastrophic events that are reported on
the news. The stories always provide
information on where people can
donate money or food or clothes or
whatever is needed. And people always come through.”
The people in your life will likely
come through too, Gelberg says.
They want, and are willing, to help.
Same as you.

NETWORKING STRATEGIES

Just as You Would Help
Others, Others Will Help You
We think nothing of asking
around for the name of a good mechanic … or for gardening advice …
or for reviews of the latest movie.
We also think nothing of other people asking us similar questions.
Why, then, do we tend to struggle when it comes to asking family
members, friends, and colleagues
for job leads—i.e., networking?
“[F]or some reason, our stories
get us tangled up when a job or caJanuary 2022
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SELF-CARE MINDSET

Practice “Radical” Self-Care—
Make Yourself a High Priority
As the new year unfolds, think
about how you’re treating yourself
each day. If you’re constantly coming in second—i.e., if your needs
always lag behind those of others
in your life—consider putting your
own self-care on more equal footing,
suggests LaKeitha Poole, clinical
director of Small Talk Counseling
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
“We’re not talking about just
tending to yourself after everyone
else’s needs are met, but actually
moving self-care high up on your priority list,” says Poole, in a Blavity.
com website article entitled “The

Introvert’s Guide to Navigating
‘New Year, New Me.’”
“Literally,” Poole says, “it’s
bombarding yourself with love
and appreciation.”
That bombardment doesn’t need
to be expensive or complicated,
though. Poole herself, for example,
sees the new planner she buys each
year as a form of self-care, “as it
allows me,” she says, “to have a
little bit more freedom mentally.”
“I also get to think about what
will be my recharge practices mentally,” she adds.
You can also make fairly simple
environmental changes to take your
own self-care as an introvert into
greater account in your life.

For example: Consider creating
designated—and separate—spaces in
your home for productivity on the
one hand and self-care and relaxation on the other.
“Creating an environment designed for specific tasks makes us
more productive and frees us to tackle the task at hand,” Poole says.
Moreover, “each space/environment triggers different mindsets, so
having them be separate [is] really
helpful. Your physical environment
affects your mental space.”
You can also work on being more
actively mindful about the little
things in life, Poole stresses—like
the calming effect of the hot water in
your shower or bath.

But when she learned more about
her introversion, she says, “I started
to think that maybe my problem
wasn’t anxiety, but instead a form of
sensory overload,” she writes in her
recent blog post entitled “Introvert
Life: The Difference Between Anxiety and Sensory Overload.”
“Because introverts get their energy from quiet, solitude, and downtime, prolonged time in a loud,

crowded, highly stimulative environment can be draining,” Rogers says.
“And I’ve found that if I’m in
those enviroments for way too long,
that much stimulation can grow
from a mild annoyance to an all-out
assault on my senses.”
But the resulting need-to-leavenow feeling isn’t really anxiety per
se, Rogers stresses, so much as it
is “my overworked nervous system
begging for a break.”
Is she just splitting hairs? No, she
says, because the distinction she
now makes between before-the-fact
anxiety and after-the-fact sensory
overload means she’s now more
willing—and able—to go to crowded places and enjoy herself. As long
as she proceeds her own way.
“For instance,” she says, “I’ve
since taken a few trips to New York,
and each time I traveled during off
hours to cut down on the crowd,
ventured to the less touristy and less
in-your-face parts of the city.”

WELL-BEING TIPS

Maybe Your Anxiety Is Really
a Form of Sensory Overload
Meghan Rogers used to think that
crowded places—for example, Times
Square in New York City, or even
just the typical amusement park—
were a sure bet for triggering instant
anxiety in her. The kind of anxiety
that made her prone to avoiding
such places altogether.
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IT’S AN INTROVERT’S LIFE
This Year, Resolve to Go Forth—
to Just Be the Introvert You Are
By Peter Vogt
When I was young, my mom
used to throw around a little twoword phrase that I didn’t really
understand at the time.
“Go forth,” she would often say
to me, particularly when I was struggling with something in my middle
and high school years—when, for
example, girls came along to terrify
and attract me at the same time, or
when some of my close friends started drinking and partying and I didn’t
want to join them.
I never truly knew what “go
forth” meant, and for all I know
Mom didn’t either. Maybe she just
had no idea what else she could say
in the moment to be helpful, and so
“go forth” was merely her parental
get-out-of-jail-free card after a long
discussion about a problem with no
ready-made solution.
The more I think about it now,
though, the more I believe that there
was, and still is, much more to my
mom’s “go forth” mantra than I ever
realized.
I think she was telling me—urging me, in her own special way—to
use my own brain, follow my own
instincts, trust my own feelings, and
do my own thing.
She was telling me to just be me.
The concept of introversion
wasn’t on either of our radar screens
at the time. I suppose we had both
heard the word introvert, but I imagine that we, like most of the rest of
the world, simply equated it with
shyness and nothing more.
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I myself didn’t learn about introversion until graduate school in the
mid 1990s. The moment I came out
as introverted on the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator, my eyes were
(finally) opened—so much so that
I wanted to share my new insights
with my mom.
When I did, I learned something
that stunned me.
My mom—the same woman
who turned childhood grocery store
trips into three-hour ordeals because
she talked to every damn person in
sight at Red Owl; the same woman
who, being originally from Canada,
stalked and then interrogated anyone
she encountered who uttered the
word “eh”; the same woman who
sang in the choir at church every
Sunday morning and then inevitably
wanted us all to drop by some relative’s place right after services so we
could sit and visit for several hours
over cigarettes, coffee, and Oreos instead of going home to blissful peace
and quiet—this woman was …
An introvert herself. Her own
completion of the Myers-Briggs
confirmed it.
So maybe she related far more
to my various teen struggles than I
ever imagined.
And maybe that’s what “go forth”
has meant all this time.
As this new year unfolds and I approach my 55th year here on earth,
my mom has been on my mind a lot
lately. So has my dad.
Dad was the introvert’s introvert.
I couldn’t help but learn about my
own introversion by simply being

around him and observing his whole
way of being in the world.
Turns out, though, that I learned
an awful lot about my introversion
from Mom, too. Top lesson: Be me.
I hope you’ll do the same in 2022.
Yes, it can be easier said than
done. We all need little nudges and
reminders to help us along. So here,
inspired by my mom, is a proposed
New Year’s resolution for you and
for other introverts everywhere:
I resolve this year to just be me—to go
ahead and be the introvert I am.
I resolve to see my introversion not as
something to correct but as something
to respect; not as something to face but
as something to embrace.
I resolve to focus on my strengths, not
my weaknesses. Yes, I have things to
work on, just like everyone else. But
my introversion isn’t one of them.
No one’s is.
Go forth.
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Coming soon …

My new online course that will free you to BE you!

You deserve to be the introvert you are.
You need to be the introvert you are.
You can be the introvert you are.
And with the right knowledge, the right practical tools, and the right mindset …

You Will!

PRACTICAL RESEARCH
Networking Hesitancy Likely
Goes Beyond Your Introversion
You’ve probably heard—a thousand times—that you need to be out
there networking if you want to land
a (new) job. But you may not exactly
be in love with the idea, especially if
you’re an introvert and the whole
networking concept seems to go
against your natural grain.
Your hesitancy to engage in networking activities, though, likely
goes well beyond your introversion
per se—especially if you’ve been unemployed for six months or longer,
according to a recent study published
in American Behavioral Scientist.
In the study, sociologist Ofer
Sharone of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst conducted indepth, one-on-one interviews with

more than 50 people who had been
unemployed for six months or
longer. Most of the interviews took
place between 2013 and 2015, when
the number of long-term unemployed (LTU) workers was historically high, but a few of the interviews took place more recently, in
early 2021 during the pandemic.
Sharone’s key finding: Certain
“structural conditions” make networking activities “challenging for
all LTU workers, regardless of their
personalities or other individuallevel differences.”
“While introversion may add
to the difficulty of networking,”
Sharone notes, “my data show that
networking is not only difficult for
individuals with particular personalities but is structurally difficult for all
LTU jobseekers.”

When you’ve been asking the
same friends and colleagues for referrals for months on end, for example, it starts to wear you down emotionally, Sharone found.
It also becomes increasingly
difficult to “mask” your anxieties
along the way, especially about your
finances and your increasing sense
of desperation to find a job.
Result: You grow even less likely
to want to network, which in turn
just perpetuates the LTU cycle—
no matter your personality, according to Sharone.
Source: “Networking While
Long-Term Unemployed: Why
Long-Term Unemployment Will
Likely Persist Long After the
COVID-19 Pandemic Recedes,”
American Behavioral Scientist (December 31, 2021 online publication).

REFLECTIVE READS
For Better or Worse, Habits
Drive Much of Our Behavior
In her book Good Habits, Bad
Habits, Wendy Wood introduces
a type of misguided thinking that
you’ll want to address—especially
if you’re an introvert and you tend
to count on your conscious brain to
solve your peskiest problems.
The introspection illusion, Wood
says, is a form of “cognitive bias”
that makes us “overestimate the
extent to which our actions depend
on our internal states.”
“We are immersed in our own
sensations, emotions, and thoughts,”
says Wood, a psychologist. “These
January 2022

compelling internal experiences
drown out our ability to recognize
other possible influences on our
behavior, especially nonconscious
influences such as our habits.”
Our habits, Wood argues, drive
our behaviors more than we realize.

So if you want to make a change
in your life, framing it in terms of
a habit you’d like to create—or
break—is likely to be more effective
than relying on willpower.
Think of habit creation in terms
of “friction,” Wood stresses. Smooth
the path to wanted behaviors (e.g.,
pack vegetables for lunch), and put
up roadblocks between you and unwanted behaviors (e.g., keep the
M&Ms out of your house).
“There’s no handicapping in
habit formation; challenge is not the
point,” says Wood.
“Remove the friction, set the right
driving forces, and let the good
habits roll into your life.”
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Continued from page 1
something about them to save energy and, well, not so much money as
your health and your sanity.
You can conduct your own introvert energy audit and make a few
helpful changes based on your findings, all in the name of keeping that
introverted battery of yours as fully
charged as possible.
Here are five key areas where,
based on both my research and
my own personal experience, you
should focus your auditing efforts.

Your Cell Phone
The cell phone has its many upsides, don’t get me wrong. But its
major downside, especially if you’re
an introvert, is that it can suck the
energy out of you without your even
knowing it.
The texts. The calls. The texts.
The games. The texts. The email
notifications. The texts.
You can’t really get rid of your
cell phone at this point, nor should
you. But you can consciously step
back and ask yourself: “What can I
do to rein this thing in a bit?”

Your Media Consumption
As a former journalism major, I
feel a sort of responsibility—beaten
into my head by my professors

decades ago—to “keep up with the
news.” So I do.
But by the time you add together
talk radio in the car, TV news broadcasts, newspapers (print and online),
websites, and everything else, it’s
clear that it’s all too much, and that
it takes from you as much as it gives.
Something as simple as driving in
dead silence every other day will do
wonders for your energy conservation efforts.

Lack of Routine
If you’re one of the comparatively
rare introverts who can thrive flying
by the seat of your pants, more power to you.
But it’s more likely that you’re
like the rest of us—the ones who can
(and do) fly by the seat of our pants
at times, but who pay a dear energy
price for it.
Where, and when, are you unnecessarily leaving things to chance or
luck, costing yourself energy in the
process? Yes, stepping back to develop plans and a solid routine takes
time—and it’s an energy investment
of its own in the short term.
But you’ll more than get it back in
the long run.

Multitasking
The research on multitasking is
clear: The brains we humans have

today aren’t so different from the
ones our caveman ancestors had.
We think we can multitask, and
in certain limited ways we can. But
as soon as we’re talking about two
or more complex tasks, the idea that
we are actually multitasking becomes an illusion. At best, we are
instead task switching, albeit quickly
in many cases.
And what is the residue of all that
task switching? Energy loss. The
more multitasking you do, or attempt to do, the more energy you’ll
experience evaporating around you.
It’s impossible to avoid multitasking completely, of course. But how
can you minimize it, both at work
and in your personal life?

People Who Interrupt You
It’s tough to acknowledge, let
alone talk about, but the hard truth is
that sometimes, your energy is essentially stolen from you by other people, particularly those who consistently interrupt you.
Your workday alone can be hours
on end of distractions. The colleague
who stops by each morning to say
hi … and costs you half an hour of
work. That same person, or another,
who calls you when you’re in the
middle of focusing to ask you a
simple question that easily could
have waited … or been emailed.
What can you do to establish, and
then enforce, some limits on the interruptions that accumulate to drain
your energy?
Your introvert energy audit will
likely reveal additional areas of concern. Again: You won’t be able to
address all of them at once, and
some of them you may not be able
to realistically address at all.
But you can deal with some of
them. And if you want to be as
healthy and happy as possible as the
introvert you are, you should.
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“[I]t’s time the quieter qualities, and those that possess them or
perhaps are possessed by them—it’s time that they were honored
and celebrated.”
~ David duChemin

“We have to understand ourselves before anyone else can ever
hope to. That means we must embrace our introversion and
understand that our need for alone time is important.”
~ Holley Morgan

“It can be challenging to be an introvert in an extraverted culture, but there are benefits as well. The more we can appreciate
our own introversion, the more others will value it as well.”
Introvert Insights is published monthly
by Introvert Insights, LLC, 1036 38th
Street South, Moorhead, MN 56560.
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~ Wendy Gelberg

“While it’s true our introvert characteristics are at odds with
the extravert’s sensibilities, neither is better than the other. So
embrace them unapologetically and surround yourself with those
who respect your boundaries. You deserve that much.”
~ Hassan Motiwala
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